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attempts to destroy former presidential candidate Herman Cain,
golfer Tiger Woods and former
California governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger to name a few.
Allred seems to have this insatiable obsession with bringing
down Black celebrities, with
Cosby being the most notable
one, but that will be the focus of
a future column.
Albert’s then employer, NBC,
stood by him simply because he
pled not guilty when the charges
were announced back in 1997.
According to NBC, “This past
May, when charges against
Marv Albert became public, Mr.
Albert asserted his innocence
and assured NBC senior management that there was no basis
whatsoever to the charges.
Today, given Marv Albert’s plea
of guilty to assault and battery,
NBC terminated its relationship
with Mr. Albert.”
Now, this is the same NBC that
cancelled Cosby’s new show
that was supposed to air in 2014,
right when these women all

I am sure that NBC stands
for
“Nothing
But
Consistency.” I am sure
that NBC’s seeming double standard has nothing
to do with race, especially
when one actually admitted to wrongdoing and the
other has consistently
denied wrongdoing.
came forward with baseless
charges. Cosby publicly stated
that there was no substance to
these charges; unlike in the
Albert case, NBC refused to
stand by Cosby and give him the
benefit of the doubt.
I will leave it to my readers to
make their own conclusions, as
to why there seems to be a double standard between how Albert
was treated vis-à-vis Bill Cosby.
Both are males, Albert is 75
years of age and Cosby is 79
years of age, one is White and
one is Black, and one of them
cost NBC money and the other
one generated money for the

media company.
Albert cost NBC money,
because he was a paid employee,
but Cosby made NBC money
because he was a partner with
them. So, they stood by the
employee, who cost them
money and rejected the partner
who made them money. Can
someone explain that to me?
So, it’s been about two years
since NBC cancelled Cosby’s
show. The same amount of time
that Albert was made to sit on
the sidelines after pleading
guilty to a crime against a
woman, even though others
came forward and accused him
of similar crimes. So, can we
now expect NBC to reengage
with Cosby about the timeline
for bringing his new show on the
air? Mind you that Cosby has
never been convicted of anything.
I am sure that NBC stands for
“Nothing But Consistency.” I
am sure that NBC’s seeming
double standard has nothing to
do with race, especially when

one actually admitted to wrongdoing and the other has consistently denied wrongdoing.
What’s even more amazing is
that the very year Albert was
charged with a sex crime (1997),
he was inducted into the basketball hall of fame and has subsequently received similar types of
awards since. A few months ago,
Albert received a new contract
from TNT, his current employer.
Again, juxtapose that with the
treatment of Cosby. Without
being convicted of anything,
NBC cancelled his new show
before it aired on TV, Spelman
University returned Cosby’s $
20 million gift, and several
schools rescinded honorary
degrees given to him.
Am I the only one who is noticing this double standard? One
person was convicted in a court
of law of a sex crime, but pleaded down to a lesser charge and
was rewarded with new contracts, lifetime achievement
awards, and given the good
housekeeping seal of approval

by corporate America.
The other person has been convicted of nothing and his whole
life’s work and reputation has
been stripped from him. In my
best Fat Albert voice, “Hey, hey,
hey, I got something to say.”
How can a man who has done
so much good for so many people for so long not be treated better than a convicted woman
abuser? This is truly America in
Black and White and there is
nothing funny about it.
***
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Grizzlies’
statement on
passing of Mae
Randolph,
mother of
Zach
Randolph
MEMPHIS, TN– The Memphis
Grizzlies issued the following
statement on November 25 on
behalf of General Manager
Chris Wallace on the passing of
Mae Randolph, mother of Zach
Randolph:
"The Memphis Grizzlies family
is deeply saddened to hear of the
passing of Zach Randolph's
beloved mother, Mae Randolph.
Zach and his mother had an
inseparable bond. Mae was so
fiercely proud of her son, his
accomplishments and his truly
special place in the hearts of
Memphians and the Grizzlies
family. I will never forget the
unbridled joy she took in attending our games, cheering as all
mothers do, and proudly wearing Zach's jersey in support of
her son. Mae raised Zach to be
a man with an enormous heart,
who is deeply committed to
enriching the lives of those in
need, and for that legacy we are
forever indebted to her. Our
prayers and deepest sympathies
are with Zach and his family
during this difficult time."
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